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INTRODUCTION 
 

The year under review has been a challenging year as was the case the year before in terms of 

staffing, organization and management. In the beginning of the year in review, the Legal Aid 

Centre Selangor (LACS) was managed by only one staff, consequentially it was difficult to 

implement smoothly the main focus of LACS itself. However, in the first quarter of the year, 

LACS appointed Puan Zarinah to manage the office and disbursement accounts and Alan Goh as 

Legal Officer to provide the overall supervision of the Center. 

 

Despite the early setbacks, LACS continued to provide its core services by advising and 

representing clients who are in need. LACS further continued to organize its law awareness 

programs and clinics as well as provide legal aid duty to chambering pupils through the dock 

brief program and the collaborative programs with Legal Aid Center KL, SIS and NCCC. 

Although lately LAC KL was not able to accommodate Selangor chambering pupils in the 

AWAM and WAO clinics, LACS was successful in convincing  Tenaganita to accept 10 

Selangor chambering pupils for their clinics. 

 

Rajpal Singh  

Komathi Arunasalam 
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LACS plans to introduce another clinic in 2012 in the form of prison visits to Sungai Buloh. 

LACS has written to the prison Director on this matter and received verbal confirmation for this 

program. However we are still waiting for the formal reply from them. 

 

The year under review has also seen two significant events, namely the proposed launching of 

the National Legal Aid Foundation (YBGK) and the implementation of the Dana Rakyat 1 

Malaysia. LACS continue to encourage more Selangor lawyers to register as LACS and YBGK 

volunteer lawyers.  

 

During the 4
th

 quarter of the year, Mr. Rajpal Singh, the Bar Representative agreed and was 

appointed as Co-Chairperson of LACS by the Selangor Bar Committee. 

  

PROGRAMS CONDUCTED BY LAC SELANGOR 
 

1. Chambering Pupils Programs at LACS  
 

 Orientation Sessions 

 

This program organized together with Selangor Bar Committee’s ‘Introductory Sessions’ is 

intended to provide an insight of what is required and expected from chambering pupils 

during their 14 days of compulsory legal aid duty at LACS and to further introduce the 

various programs and clinics run by the Center. 

A total of five (5) orientation sessions were held and approximately 321 pupils were 

trained by LACS for the year 2011. The orientation sessions were conducted by the 

Chairperson or the Legal Officer of LACS.  

 

Dock Brief training 

 
The objective of this training program is to introduce dock brief to those chambering pupils 

scheduled participate in these programs. The said training included methods of 

interviewing accused in the court room, decorum in court, skills of advocacy and practical 

aspects of how to conduct mitigation before a Magistrate. Charge sheets of various 

offences and particulars of accused were given to the pupils and they were asked to prepare 

and present their mitigation thereafter. The exercise was very useful and the responses 

from the participants were positive in that they will be more confident and aware when 

faced with the actual mitigation process later in court. The said training was presented by 

Mr. S. Ramesh, a member of the Selangor Bar Committee and a past Chairperson of 

LACS.    

 

2. Law Awareness Programs  

 

(a) Monfort Boys Town (Open House Carnival) (08
th

 May 2011) 

 

This law awareness outreach program has been an annual affair and the Monfort 

Management has always welcomed our presence at the Carnival. The Carnival usually 

attracted a huge number of people from diverse parts of society. Besides LACS, there were 
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stalls providing food, drinks, games, entertainment, rides and many others. LACS lawyers 

and chambering pupils were present on that day to provide legal advice on numerous 

matters, and pamphlets were also distributed to the general public.  

                    

(b) St Anne’s Church, Port Klang (31
st
 July 2011) 

 

This program was conducted in conjunction with St Anne’s Feast celebration. This is 

another annual program conducted by the LACS to provide legal services to members of 

the public. A total of 2 volunteer lawyers, 16 chambering pupils and 2 staffs volunteered 

for this program where advice was given and pamphlets were distributed to many people.  

  

(c) Sabak Bernam, Selangor (‘Walk About’) (2
nd

 October 2011) 

 

         This law awareness program was initiated by Mr. Kanesrau, a member of the Management 

Panel. Prior to the confirmation of the location, a team was sent out to survey the 

surrounding townships in the northern corridor of the Klang valley namely Sekinchan, 

Sungai Besar, Tanjung Karang and Sabak Bernam. It was decided that Sabak Bernam was 

the most ideal and appropriate location to conduct a ‘Walk About’ law awareness program. 

 

          The program started at 9.00am and ended at 1.00pm with a total participation of 5 

volunteer lawyers, 9 chambering pupils and 2 staffs.  

 

Before the half day program started, Mr. Kanesrau briefed the participants on the important 

aspect of the ‘Walk About’. Thereafter they walked in groups of 3 and approached people 

at the market place, food stalls, shops, bus and taxis stands, pedestrian and almost anyone 

on the street and offered to provide legal advice. 

 

The areas of advice comprised mostly of family matters, criminal matters, property issues 

and issues pertaining to birth certificate registration. The lawyers managed to distribute 

many pamphlets which cover various legal and human rights issues. 

 

Generally, the response from the lawyers after the end of the program was that although it 

was tiring, the program was successful and extremely fulfilling as they were able to reach 

out to so many people from a vast cross section of society. It was agreed that more of these 

programs should be organized in future, especially at the rural areas of Selangor. 

   

(d) Sekolah Menengah Kebangsaan Sultan Abdul Aziz Shah Kuala Selangor (15
th

 

October, 2011) 

 

This law awareness program was initiated by Mr. Sures, a member of the Management 

Panel at the request of the Tamil Society of the above said school. The talk was given from 

10.00am to 12.30pm and covered issues such as the purpose of legal aid, criminal offences 

and penalties as well as rights of accused under Arrest, Remand and Bail. The target 

groups were students from Forms 3, 4 and 5 and the talk was meant to deter them from 

getting involved in a life of crime.  
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This talk was conducted by 4 members of the Management Panel with a guest speaker 

from the KL Bar. The attendance for the talk was very encouraging as about 300 students 

were present and actively participated in the Q & A session. The school authority was 

appreciative of LACS’s efforts to educate the young students and hoped that future talks 

can be conducted on other legal subject matters as well.  

   

(e) Bengkel Pengukuhan Ilmu Berkenaan Peranan Agensi Agensi                          

Berkaitan Urusan Pembangunan Dan Kemajuan Tanah (1
st
 December 2011) @ 

Hotel De Palma Ampang, KL 

 

This workshop was organized by the Pejabat Tanah dan Galian Selangor (PTGS) and they 

invited the Selangor Bar Committee to participate. They requested that we further speak on 

the role of legal aid in society. Our Legal Officer attended and gave a presentation before 

answering questions on legal aid. 

 

(f) Law Awareness Week, Taylor’s University, Lakeside Campus. (6
th

 – 8
th

 

December 2011) 

 

In conjunction with Taylor’s University’s Law Awareness Week on 6
th

 December to 8th 

December 2011, the organizers invited LACS to attend and participate in the event. 

 

We were allowed to set up an exhibition booth with the help from five 1
st
 year law students 

from the university to showcase and raise awareness about the role and efforts of LACS, 

besides giving legal advice on various legal issues. 

 

The 3 day event was very interesting in that it comprised of a public forum entitled 

“Taking Rights Seriously” with speakers from UiTM, Bar Council Malaysia and 

Association of Women Lawyers. The other highlights of the event included exhibitions by 

non-profit organizations like Bar Council Malaysia (Orang Asli Affairs Committee, 

Constitutional Law Committee, LACS), FOMCA, World Vision Malaysia, Amnesty 

International Malaysia and SUARAM.  

 

The response to our booth from the university staffs, students and general public was 

encouraging and we managed to entertain those who are in need of legal advice in a variety 

of legal matters. A total of 14 chambering pupils and 2 staffs participated in the said event. 

 

LACS distributed 485 pamphlets regarding different legal matters and interviewed about 5 

people on a variety of issues.      

   

Other than the above mentioned programs, LACS also responded to invitations from various 

organizations for their seminars / workshops and have sent volunteer lawyers to participate as 

follows: 

a) Rights Denied (Orang Asli Struggle) organized by the Bar Council Malaysia on 19
th

 

November 2011 

b) Forced Labour Consultation organized by Tenaganita on 23
rd

 November 2011.  
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c) Legal Awareness & Leadership For Lawyers (8
th

 Advanced Training) organized by LAC 

KL on 29
th

 – 31
st
 July 2011. 

 

LACS were also instrumental in assisting those arrested during the 9
th

 July 2011 “Bersih 2.0 

Rally” by coordinating with volunteer lawyers and other NGOs. 

  

In conclusion, I would like to take this opportunity to express my gratitude and thanks to all 

members of the Selangor Bar Committee and all members of the Management Panel for 2011 for 

their co-operation and suggestions, LACS staffs and most of all to the volunteer lawyers for their 

commitment and continuing assistance.  

 

Report submitted by:- 

 

Rajpal Singh 

Co-Chairperson, 

Legal Aid Centre Selangor & YBGK  


